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HIGH-BRIGHTNESS BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR THE APS LINA@&

Abstract

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) injector includes an
S-band linac with the capability to accelerate beams to
650 MeV. The linac has recently been upgraded with the
installation of an rf thermionic gun in addition to the
standard DC thermionic gun. The rf gun is predicted to
have lower emittance (57rmm mrad) and may be used to
support the APS self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE) experiments. The critical characterization of this
gun’s beam has begun with a beam diagnostics station at
the end of the linac that can address beam transverse size,
emittance, and bunch length (peak current). This station
uses both an optical transition radiation (OTR) screen at
45° to the beam direction and a Cc-doped YAG single
crystal normal to the beam with a 45° mirror behind it.
The visible light images are detected by a Vicon CCD
camera and a Hamamatsu C5680 synchroscan streak
camera. Spatial resolution of about 30 pm (c) and
temporal resolution of 1 ps (CT)have been demonstrated.
Examples of rf gun beam characterization at 220 MeV are
reported.

1 INTRODUCTION

Theongoing interest in high-brightness particle beams
has been “stimulated” by the potential applications to
self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) free-electron
laser experiments [1,2]. At the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) the injector Iinac has recently been upgraded with
the installation of an rf thermionic gun [3,4] and a laser-
driven photocathode (PC) rf gun [5]. The rf gun is
predicted to have lower emittance (5z mm mrad) and
sufficient peak currents (-1OOA) to be used in the APS
SASE experiments [6]. The PC rf gun is expected to have
even better brightness [5]. The capability to characterize
such beams includes a beam diagnostic station with
improved spatial and temporal resolution that can address
beam transverse size, emittance, and bunch length (peak
current). The station uses both optical transition radiation
(OTR) and a Cc-doped YAG single crystal normal to the
beam with a mirror behind it. The visible light images
were detected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
and a dual-sweep streak camera. Spatial resolution of
about 30pm (c) and temporal resolution of about 1 ps (a)
have been demonstrated in earlier studies [7,8]. Examples
of beam measurements for the rf gun are reported.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL BACKGRO”. J$D ~

The APS facility’s injector system uses a 250-MeV S-
band electron Iinac and an in-line 450-MeV S-band
positron Iinac. The original electron gun was a
conventional, gated DC thermionic gun. The diagnostics
station was initially commissioned using this gun’s beam
[7]. More recently an rf therrnionic gun was installed that
is designed to generate Iow-emittance beams (< 5Z mm
mrad). It is configured with an alpha magnet that allows
beam injection just after the first Iinac accelerating
section [3,4]. Both in-line Iinacs can be phased to produce
50- to 650-MeV electron beams when the positron
converter target is retracted.

The predicted lower normalized emittance of beams
from the rf thermionic gun and PC rf gun versus the DC
gun results in correspondingly smaller beam spot sizes.
We have addressed this at selected diagnostics stations by
supplementing or replacing the standard Chromox screen,
with its approximate 200-~ spatial resolution and 300-
ms decay time, with the OTR and Cc-doped YAG
screens. For the station at the end of the linac the OTR
screen was a molybdenum mirror from Melles Griot and
oriented so that its surface was at 45° to the beam
direction. The doped YAG crystal of 0.5 mm thickness
(obtained from Startec) was mounted with its surface
normal to the beam dwection with a Zerodur mirror at 45°
to the beam just behind it.

An alignment laser was injected on-axis into the bore of
the Iinac just after the first accelerating structure and used
to assess the relative orientation of the two mirrors
involved at the station. The laser was reflected into the
optical transport line and then used to simulate the path of
the visible light images. In the case of OTR, the direction
of the path is particularly critical since OTR is emitted
around the angle of specular reflection. The visible light
was transported out of the linac tunnel to an optics table
via two 150-mm-diameter achromat lenses and two
mirrors. For these experiments the OTR or YAGCe light
could be viewed by a Vlcon CCD camera and/or a
Hamamatsu C5680 dual-sweep streak camera. The
synchroscan unit was phase-locked to 119.0 MHz, the 24*
subharmonic of the 2856-MHz linac frequency. A low-
jitter countdown circuit has been built using Motorola
ECLIN PS Logic to generate the 24’”subharmonic with
sub-ps jitter [9]. The synchroscan unit was critical to the
bunch length measurements due to the lower
charge/micropulse in early experiments. The model
M5677 slow-sweep unit was used in the measurement of
the YAG-Ce response time, which was previously
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
‘byanagency of the United States Government. Neither the
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any
of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied,
or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United
States Government or any agency thereof. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the United States Government or
any agency thereof.
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DISCLAIMER

Portions of this document may be illegible
in electronic image products. Images are
produced from the best available original
document.
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Figure 1: A schematic view of the dipole and diagnostics undulator beamline. On the undulator line the monochromator
and pinhole are indicated. On the dipole source the aperture is in the tunnel, and the converter and camera are indicated.

master oscillator. In these studies the streak camera was
used to monitor changes in average stored beam bunch
length as a function of cument. The streak images also
were processed by a second MV200 and tracked.

Additionally, the nearby diagnostics undulator and low-
dispersion-point dipole source beamline were used as
warranted. As schematically shown in Fig. 1, the
undulator radiation (UR) is used with the single-crystal
monochromator for divergence information and the
subsequent four-jaw aperture for horizontal beam-size
information [4,5]. The divergence resolution is about 2.6
prad (rs) and the pinhole resolution is about 60pm (o),

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

In this section representative examples of results fi-om the
different sources and for the two principal instabilities
will be presented. The EPICS data logger and a second
MV200 allowed us to select different image sources while
keeping the x-ray pinhole camera as a reference for each
12-hour stored beam decay period.

3.1 Transverse Instabili~

The basic observation in the x-ray pinhole data is the
increased averaged horizontal beam size for some current
levels. We attribute this size increase to both a measured
centroid oscillation at the fractional beta from tune of
0.20 and an intrinsic size increase of some kind. In Fig. 2
the effects are plotted versus stored positron beam
current. Both the horizontal beam size and emittance in
Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively, are larger above -85 mA.
There is a correlated change in the slope of beam lifetime
versus current also at -85 mA as seen in Fig. 2c. In fact,
the correlated change in lifetime seen in Fig. 2 is why we
do not attribute only a centroid motion to the observed
increase in transverse horizontal size. The only effect in
the streak camera data was the expected gradual decrease
in bunch length with decrease in single-bunch current.
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Figure 2: Plots of beam a) horizontal size (dispersive
point) and b) horizontal emittance, and c) stored beam
lifetime versus stored beam current. There is a correlated
change in the respective slopes at -85 mA of stored
positrons.

During the stored electron beam runs in Dec. 1998 the
x-ray pinhole camera data were compared to the ID
divergence data, the ID pinhole data, lifetime data, and
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the streak camera. Correlated changes were seen in the
first two horizontal transverse sizes, as shown in Fig. 3,
and also with the lifetime.
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Figure 3: Plots of the variation with current of stored
electron beam a) horizontal size at a dispersive point, b)
horizontal divergence, and c) ID source point size. All
have the increased values above 85 mA.

3.2 Longitudinal Instability

In this case at currents around 101 mA, the observed
horizontal beam size shows growth from 140 to 260pm
as shown in Fig. 4a. In Fig. 4b the beam bunch length
change from 35 ps to 70 ps is shown over the same 10-
min period. An effect in longitudinal phase space is
clearly supported.

Additionally, the nature of the bunch length blurring is
related to a phase instability detected by a dual-sweep
streak camera. A synchrotrons oscillation can also develop
over the many turns at 1.8 kHz. The superposition of the
two effects gives the 30-ms averaged bunch-length
change from 35 ps to 70 ps (cr).

The magnitude of this effect was sensitive to the rf
cavity temperature and was reduced by changing the rf
cavity temperature setpoint. It is suspected that the

higher-order modes (HOMS) are strongly temperature
dependent and are contributors to the effects observed.

(b)

Figure 4 Plots of the correlated change in a) horizontal
beam size at a dispersive point and b) the beam bunch
length near 101-mA stored beam currents. These are
consistent with a longitudinal instability.

4 SUMMARY
In summary, we have used the correlated observations of
beam transverse size, beam divergence, and bunch length
to sort the features of the two instabilities that cause an
increase in effective beam size. The evidence is consistent
with a transverse instability with a threshold at 80-85 mA
that can be controlled with increased chromaticity. The
longitudinal instability near 101 mA (at present) is
controlled by rf cavity temperature setpoints. Further
experiments with a gated camera to search for horizontal
quadrupolar effects or energy centroid shifts may be of
interest. We are now in position to provide a more stable
singlets-fill beam for the users, and this was successfully
done in March 1999.
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